Instructon: 1. Open pouch and remove one repellent tube. Save the second tube for later use.
2. Place DecoShield™ upright on a flat surface. Unscrew cap, exposing stem funnel and cone.
3. Carefully cut open repellent tube and empty contents into top of cone. What's inside each tube is fairly dry, so scrape thoroughly to empty.
4. Replace cap. Unscrew and place DecoShield™ 10 minutes before people camp around outdoors.
5. Each repellent tube lasts up to 4 days (see below chart). The natural oils of the essential oil will turn the inner cylinder a light yellow to yellow-orange, which gives it odor with repellent.

Average habitat temperature
Temperature range 79°F 90° 90°F
Repeatability 4 days 3 days 2 days

Repellent: Mosquito Repellent Refill - 2 pack
2-pack Lasts up to 8 days

For use with DecoShield™ from RESCUE®

Repelentes contra insectos

- All-natural essential oils
- Protects an area up to 300 square feet
- Pleasant scent

RESQCE
Making pest control smarter™

Rescue Shield® 100% natural, non-toxic, and effective against many types of insects.

Storage/Disposal: Store unused repellent tubes in original package, in a cool, dry place. Place in trash after use. Keep out of reach of children. TASTE TEST. Wash hands after handling product.

WARNING: Contains small parts which may be a choking hazard. Not for children under 3 years of age.
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